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             G          D
The day had gone too long
      Em             G
its seem like yesterday
             C        G
this is the land we born
       D
and where we gonna stay
                G
The proud is there
    D              Em              G
we know and its always in your hearts
              C       G         D                  
that we all stay and fly the flag
           D
of nation pride

             G
The war had gone
     D          Em              G
and all the heroes had their way
             C
but if its strike again
     D
we know we gonna stand

        G
we gonna stand and fight
        Em
we  ll die for this pride land
                  C
we  ll show the foes
                  D
we great coz we the countrymen

 G
   and when u hear the call
                Em
   we know that u be there
C               D                    G
   its for the stripe the moon and star
                Em              C             D
   coz we all proud that we was made in malaysia

                G       D
we had been raised to trust
     Em              G



the god and to the king
           C            G
we gonna stand and ground
        D
the strengh that come whithin
          G       D             Em          G   
so if u think u know those feeling that is thru
             C          G        D
and its all for the yellow, the red,and white and blue

 G
   and when u hear the call
                Em
   we know that u be there
C               D                    G
   its for the stripe the moon and star
                Em              C             D
   coz we all proud that we was made in malaysia

            G
we gonna stand (we gonna shout)
            Em
this is the land (that we all proud)
                C                            D
lets join the line and you know whats all about
           G
so if u think (you feel the same)
                Em
raise all the flag (of our land)
                C
and feel the pride
                           D
inside you know that it is thru

        G
we just dont care
                   D
just who the hell u r
                G
just shout it loud
             D            G                     
that we was made in malaysia


